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Optimization Issues for a Micropulsed Plasma Thruster
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Several issues related to the design of a micropulsed plasma thruster (µPPT) are considered. It is concluded that
the choice of the optimal energy level for a given µPPT geometry is very important. If the discharge energy is small,
propellant charring would limit the operational time of the thruster. It is found that the charring phenomenon
is associated with nonuniformity (in the radial direction between the electrodes) in the propellant ablation rate.
On the other hand, higher energy leads to discharge constriction on the positive electrode and causes azimuthal
nonuniformity. Reasoning leading to such nonuniformity is considered, and general suggestions for optimal energy
and thruster size selections are presented.

Nomenclature
a = thermal diffusivity
B = self-magnetic field
b = specific inductance in the acceleration channel
Cp = specific heat
e = electron charge
g = acceleration of gravity constant
h = distance between the electrodes
I = instantaneous total discharge current
Ibit = impulse bit
Iout = current fraction outside the spot
Is = current fraction in the spot
Isp = specific impulse
j = current density
ja = anode current density
jeth = thermal electron current density
ji = ion current density
ln � = Coulomb logarithm
m = heavy particle mass
me = electron mass
n = plasma density
nea = plasma density near the anode
ner = density of eroded particles
ns = density at the surface
n1, n2 = densities
Peq = equilibrium pressure
QF = heat due to particle convection
Q j = Joule heat
Qk = the kinetic energy
Qr = radiation heat
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qa = heat flux to the anode
q(t) = heat flux
T = propellant temperature
Ta = anode surface temperature
Te = electron temperature
Ts = Teflon® surface temperature
Tsp = Teflon surface temperature at the end of the pulse
T0 = initial Teflon surface temperature, 300 K
T1, T2 = temperatures
tp = pulse duration
Ush = sheath potential drop
V = plasma velocity
V1 = velocity at the Knudsen-layer edge
Zi = ion mean charge
β = Hall parameter
� = ablation rate, kg/m2 · s
�H = ablation heat
�M = ablation mass
λ = thermal conductivity
µ = permeability
νei = electron–ion collision frequency
ρ = specific weight
σ = plasma conductivity
ϕ = electric potential

I. Introduction

P ULSED plasma thrusters (PPTs) are considered an attractive
propulsion option for stationkeeping and drag makeup purposes

for mass- and power-limited satellites that require micro-Newton
second to milli-Newton second impulse bits.1,2 In particular, the U.S.
Air Force has a growing interest in highly maneuverable microsatel-
lites to perform various missions such as space-based surveillance,
on-orbit servicing, inspection, and spacecraft control.1,2 PPTs have
been developed since the early 1960s and were among the first
electric propulsion concepts accepted for space flight. As a recent
illustration of the maturity of this technology, an electromagnetic
PPT was successfully operated for pitch axis control on the EO-1
spacecraft.3,4 It was shown that the PPT can be easily scaled down
in power and size. A micro-PPT (µPPT) that is the miniature ver-
sion of the traditional PPT has been designed for delivery of very
small impulse bits.5,6 The µPPT can deliver an impulse bit in the
10 µN · s range to provide attitude control and stationkeeping for
microsatellites. In this thruster, the discharge across the propellant
surface ablates a portion of the propellant, ionizes it, and then ac-
celerates it predominantly electromagnetically generating the thrust.
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the µPPT.

Fig. 2 Schematic of the coaxial µPPT electrode configuration.

This thruster with power processing unit is shown schematically in
Fig. 1. It is expected that the use of electromagnetic acceleration to
create thrust will also lead to relatively high specific impulse. Even
greater miniaturization of the PPT technology was shown recently
by Simon and Land.7 They demonstrated µPPT operation at the
micromechanical systems scale with an interelectrode gap of only
several hundred micrometers.

In this paper, we consider several issues related to miniatur-
ization of a PPT. It will be shown that the choice of the opti-
mal energy level for a given µPPT geometry is very important.
If the discharge energy is small, propellant charring (carboniza-
tion) will limit the operational time of the thruster. The charring
phenomenon is associated with nonuniformity (in the radial direc-
tion between the electrodes) in the propellant ablation rate.8 On
the other hand, when the discharge energy is large, another dis-
charge non-uniformity, or arc-spoking, occurs.9 The plasma typ-
ically covers the entire central electrode, but attaches at specific
points on the outer electrode resulting in an azimuthal nonunifor-
mity of the discharge. Therefore, the desirable thruster operational
conditions (discharge energy) should be chosen by a tradeoff be-
tween these extreme cases with high and low discharge energy. It is,
however, not clear what is the transition point to the extreme regime
and what considerations should be involved in the mentioned trade
study.

In this paper, a model for the tradeoff study is proposed. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows. The models of the plasma layer
and current constriction are described in Sec. II. Anode spot forma-
tion phenomenon is considered in Sec. III followed by a descrip-
tion of the thruster parameters and their changes and effects associ-
ated with discharge nonuniformity, such as ablated mass (Sec. IV),
Teflon® temperature (Sec. V), propellant charring (Sec. VI), and
thrust (Sec. VII).

II. Modeling of Current Constriction in µPPT
A. Plasma Layer Model

A model of the plasma generation in a µPPT has been de-
scribed elsewhere.8−10 In this paper, we briefly outline this model
as shown schematically in Fig. 2. A fluid model is used because
the plasma density near the propellant face is large, on the order of

1023–1024 m−3 (Refs. 8–10). Mechanisms of energy transfer from
the plasma column to the wall of the Teflon include heat transfer by
particle convection and by radiation. When it is taken into account
that the gradients in the axial direction are relatively small,12,13 it
is assumed that within the plasma layer all parameters vary only in
the y direction (Fig. 2). The electron energy balance equation can
be written in the form

3

2
(n)

dTe

dt
= Q j − Qr − QF − Qk (1)

where Qk = 1/2�V 2. A one-dimensional time-dependent model of
the plasma layer is considered, and all parameters in Eq. (1) de-
pend on the coordinate y along the propellant face (Fig. 2). The
Joule heat term is equal to Q j = j2/σ , where σ = e2n/(νeime)

and νei = ln �Zi n/(3 × 1010T 3/2
e ) (Ref. 21). One can see that the

plasma conductivity has only a weak dependence on the plasma
density (in the Coulomb logarithm). The radiation heat flux Qr

and particle convection heat flux QF depend on the plasma den-
sity and temperature.8−10 According to Zemskov et al.,22 the radia-
tion in continuum from a C–F plasma in the considered parameter
range (n = 1022–1024 m−3, Te = 1–3 eV) provides the main con-
tribution. The radiation energy flux Qr includes the radiation for
a continuum spectrum based on a theoretical model.11,23 The ra-
diation term calculation is described in detail elsewhere.8−10 The
particle convection flux QF includes energy associated with elec-
tron and ion fluxes to the Teflon. In the steady state (floating po-
tential), the ion and electron particle flux to the surface can be
calculated as follows: ji (2Te + Ush + Te). The electron tempera-
ture is assumed to be constant across the plasma layer due to
a large electron thermal conductivity.12 More details about the
model and the computational methods employed can be found
elsewhere.10,13

The plasma layer model is combined with a heat conductivity
model for the Teflon. The temperature can be calculated from the
heat transfer equation,

∂T

∂t
= a�T (2)

where a = λ/Cpρ. Equation (2) is subject to the following boundary
conditions at the propellant wall10:

−λ
∂T

∂z
(z = 0) = q(t) − �H · � − Cp(Ts − T0) �

λ
∂T

∂z
(z = ∞) = 0, T (t = 0) = T0 (3)

where z = 0 corresponds to the dielectric surface and q(t) is the
density of the heat flux, consisting of the radiative and particle con-
vection fluxes, determined according to Eq. (1). The radiation trans-
port inside the solid Teflon was neglected in this analysis. Assuming
that the thermal conductivity of the Teflon is small, we can reduce
Eqs. (2) and (3) to a one-dimensional problem and, therefore, we will
solve the local heat balance problem instead of the two-dimensional
heat balance over the electrode surface. After the surface tempera-
ture reaches some critical temperature, material sublimation begins
and ablation heat becomes significant in the energy balance. Under
these conditions, the temperature profile for the ablated Teflon is
exponential,10

T (z) = Ts exp(−z�Cp/λ) (4)

The results of the local heat balance problem inside and outside of
the constricted region are shown later (see Sec. V).

B. Azimuthal Nonuniformity of Discharge
We will start with an analysis of the arc discharge nonunifor-

mity. Typically, in previous modeling efforts, an azimuthally uni-
form current sheet has been assumed for simplicity. Figure 3 shows
photographs recorded by a high-speed camera showing the visible
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Fig. 3 Evidence of arc spoking in 6.35-mm-diam µPPT.

Fig. 4 Schematic of model geometry.

emission for a µPPT firing at several energies. The camera inte-
grated the light signal through 20 µs, which corresponds to the
end of the current pulse for each firing. At low energies, the pho-
tographs indicate broad arc attachment around the outer electrode.
As the discharge energy increases, specific locations are identified
where the visible emission is localized. This is interpreted here as
spoked arc attachment indicative of azimuthal nonuniformity. The
spoke size varies from 20 deg to a broad spoke of 180 deg, de-
pendent on the conditions. Because the low-energy regime results
in char formation on the µPPT surface,8 typical thruster operation
is in a regime where the arc is decidedly nonuniform. If the dis-
charge is nonuniform, the current density will increase locally. This
in turn will lead to an increase in ohmic plasma heating (which is
proportional to j2). As a result, in the local areas of discharge con-
centration, the heat fluxes to the propellant surface will increase,
which will in turn lead to locally high surface temperature and
ablation rate. On the other hand, the ablated surface area will be
smaller, and this may also affect the total ablation rate during the
pulse.

C. Current Constriction
Several physical reasons may lead to discharge nonuniformity,

such as current constriction and cathode and anode spot formation.
The probability of all of these effects increases as the discharge cur-
rent increases. For instance, it was shown14 that a current increase in
the range of several kiloamphere leads to significant current constric-
tion dependent on the plasma density distribution. The associated
effects of the cathode and anode spot generation depend also on the
current constriction. Therefore, one can expect that an increase in
discharge energy (and corresponding current increase) may lead to a
high probability of current constriction that will generate azimuthal
nonuniformity of the discharge.

To study the possibility of current constriction under typicalµPPT
conditions, we adopt the geometry shown in Fig. 4. A single current
channel is considered, and therefore, all geometry effects, such as
1/r dependence, are neglected. Thus, in this model the stability of
a single arc spoke (Fig. 4) against constriction is investigated. We
assume that the density gradients have a small effect on current
constriction. The current constriction in the interelectrode region
will be modeled in the framework of a steady-state hydrodynamic

model,

j = (1/µ)∇ B (5)

j = σ [−∇ϕ − ( j × B)/en] (6)

∇ · j = 0 (7)

The last equation (Ohm’s law) is an implicit equation and will be
solved numerically by iterations to be described. It is assumed that
the magnetic field has only a z component and can be calculated
from Ampere’s law,

Bz = −µ

∫ x

0

jy(x) dx

In component form, Eq. (6) can be written as follows:

jx = σ

(
−∂ϕ

∂x
− jy Bz

en

)
, jy = σ

(
−∂ϕ

∂y
+ jx Bz

en

)
(8)

Combining Eqs. (7) and (8) leads to the following equation for the
potential distribution:

∂2ϕ

∂y2
+ ∂2ϕ

∂x2
− β

h

∂ϕ

∂y
−

(
∂ϕ

∂x
− β

∂ϕ

∂y

)
2β(β0/h)

1 + β2
= 0

β = σ B

en
, β0 = σ

en
µjyh (9)

The problem reduces to solving the equation for the potential distri-
bution in the interelectrode gap with the following boundary condi-
tions: cathode, ϕ = 0; anode, ϕ = ϕa (discharge voltage); and cen-
terline, ∂ϕ/∂x = 0.

The numerical analysis is similar to that developed
previously.12,13 An iterative procedure for finding the plasma den-
sity, velocity, and potential distribution self-consistently is em-
ployed. The equation for potential [Eq. (9)] is solved numerically
by iteration using the successive overrelaxation procedure. The dis-
charge energy is used as an input parameter for this problem.

The current distribution calculation in the interelectrode gap is
shown in Fig. 5 with the discharge energy as a parameter. The
origin of the coordinate system corresponds to the position at the
inner electrode radius (cathode, y = 0). One can see that, due to
the effect of the self-magnetic field, the current is constricted near
the anode, leading to arc spoking as reported earlier.9 It can be
seen that the increase of the discharge energy leads to stronger
current constriction. For instance, the current density near the an-
ode increases with respect to that near the cathode by a factor of
five in the case of a discharge energy of about 6.7 J as shown in
Fig. 5c.

One can expect that discharge nonuniformity in the azimuthal di-
rection may lead to significant changes in thruster performance, such
as ablation rate. Conditions for the nonuniform discharge operation
will be considered later. In addition, note that current constriction
affects the current continuity at the anode, that is, anode spot ap-
pearance. This effect is considered in the next section.

III. Anode Spot Formation
In this section, we describe a model of the near-anode region

that may lead to anode spot formation. In the preceding section, it
was shown that current constriction takes place under typical µPPT
conditions. Current constriction causes a significant increase of the
current density near the anode, as shown in Fig. 6. Therefore, it is
important to understand if current continuity can still be provided
near the anode in the diffuse discharge mode. The first criterion
is related to the electron thermal current near the anode, which is
a function of the plasma density.15 If the thermal electron current
density (which is the maximum possible electron current density) is
smaller than the discharge current density near the anode, the anode
current continuity cannot be provided and, therefore, anode spots
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Fig. 5 Current density distribution (normalized by current density
at cathode) with current constriction near upper electrode (anode,
y = 1 mm).

Fig. 6 Current density in constriction region (normalized by current
density at cathode).

Fig. 7 Plasma density near anode as function of current density.

may appear.15 In other words, the current density increase due to
current constriction cannot be supplied by the near-anode plasma
in the diffuse discharge mode, thus leading to formation of the spot
discharge mode.15

The calculated plasma density as a function of the current density
(according to the plasma-layer model described earlier) is shown
in Fig. 7. These calculations are performed for a 6.35-mm-diam
µPPT operated at 6 J. One can see that the plasma density generally
increases with current density, and therefore, plasma density can
provide current continuity even in the constricted region near the
anode. However, current constriction leads to an increase of the
energy input to the anode and, therefore, increases the anode heating
and triggers local erosion. If the density of the eroded particles (from
the anode) approaches the plasma density near the anode, an anode
spot may appear.16 Under this condition, the plasma density due to
local evaporation from the anode becomes high so that the discharge
attaches to this location.16 This leads to the following condition for
the anode spot formation:

ner = nea (10)

The thermal model of the anode used in our calculations of the anode
surface temperature Ta is similar to that for Teflon [see Eqs. (2–4)].
We use the following experimental vapor pressure curve for Cu:

Peq = 10A − B/Ta

where A and B are tabulated constants.17 Having calculated the
anode surface temperature, one can calculate the equilibrium vapor
pressure and the density of the eroded particles. The heat flux to
the anode consists of the electron flux and can be calculated as
follows10,19:

qa = ja[2Te + Te ln( ja/jeth)] (11)

It is assumed [in Eq. (11)] that the electrons have a Maxwellian
energy distribution and the anode sheath potential drop is determined
by the ratio of the anode current density to the thermal electron
current density.15

The dependence of the ratio of the eroded atom number density
(from the anode) to the plasma density near the anode is shown in
Fig. 8 as a function of the combination of the peak current and inter-
electrode distance with peak current as a parameter. When this ratio
reaches 1, one can expect that anode spots will appear [Eq. (10)].
This dependence demonstrates how the criterion for azimuthal uni-
formity is connected with anode current constriction and anode
spot appearance. Conditions resulting in anode spot generation can
exist dependent on the peak discharge current and the interelec-
trode distance. Clearly smaller discharge current and interelectrode
distance help to avoid anode spots (and, therefore, azimuthal non-
uniformity). Based on these calculations, the critical peak discharge
current for a given thruster geometry or critical thruster size for
given peak discharge current can be estimated leading to thruster
geometry and discharge optimization, that is, creation of conditions
for an azimuthally uniform discharge. This model prediction agrees
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Table 1 Comparison of the ablated mass per pulse for various PPTs

Ablation Specific ablation
Thruster rate, µg Pulse energy, J rate, µg/J Reference

LES 8/9 26 20 1.3 24
µPPT, 6–10 2.5 2.4–4 5, 6

experiment
µPPT, 4–14 2.5 1.6–5.6 This work

simulation
Elecrothermal 30–40 10 3–4 25

PPT (PPT-4)

Fig. 8 Anode spot criterion.

qualitatively with experimentally observed discharge constriction
near the anode as shown in Fig. 3 and described in more detail
elsewhere.9

Note that in general other factors such as propellant surface
nonuniformities and roughness of the electrode surface may lead
to discharge nonuniformity. However, our observations suggest that
azimuthal nonuniformities in a µPPT have a regular structure as
shown in Fig. 3 and, therefore, are not likely related to the described
effects that have a stochastic nature.

IV. Ablated Mass in Nonuniform Discharge Mode
If the discharge is nonuniform, the current density will increase

locally. This in turn will lead to an increase of the heating of the
plasma due to ohmic heating (which is proportional to j2). As a
result, in the local areas of the discharge concentration, the heat
fluxes to the propellant surface will increase. This will in turn lead
to locally high surface temperature and ablation rate. On the other
hand, the ablated surface area will be smaller, and this may also
affect the total ablation rate during the pulse. Let us now test this
qualitative description using the already described model (Sec. II).
The simplest approach is to use a current density enhancement factor
due to discharge nonuniformity as an input condition.

The calculated ablation rate in this case is shown in Fig. 9. As
expected, the ablation rate increases with current density enhance-
ment. However, some saturation of the ablation rate with current
density increase is predicted. This saturation is because the pro-
pellant surface exposed to the ablation decreases accordingly, and
although the ablation rate in the area of the discharge concentration
is higher, the total ablation rate tends to saturate.

The possibility of azimuthal nonuniformity of the discharge in
the µPPT leads to very high ablation rate as compared to large-
scale PPTs, such as the LES 8/9. Comparison of the ablation rates
for different thrusters is shown in Table 1 (see Refs. 5, 6, and 24).
For reference, the ablation rate for the electrothermal PPT (PPT-4,
Ref. 25) is also shown.

It can be seen that the ablation rate in the µPPT is much higher
than that in the LES 8/9. This effect can be explained in terms of
nonuniform ablation, that is, azumuthal nonuniformity and associ-
ated with this current density increase, as discussed in the preceding
section.

Fig. 9 Ablation mass (per single pulse) dependence on current density
increase due to discharge nonuniformity in azimuthal direction.

V. Teflon Temperature Distribution
in a Nonuniform Discharge

In this section, we describe the calculation of the Teflon sur-
face temperature in the case when the current constriction phe-
nomenon is strong. We calculate the Teflon surface temperature
taking into account current density growth in the constricted ar-
eas (spots). The Teflon surface temperature is calculated [Eqs. (2–
4)] inside the discharge spot and outside of the spot. The calcu-
lations inside the spot correspond to a discharge peak current of
6 kA (4.5-J pulse energy) that leads to current constriction in the
6.35-mm-diam µPPT (Figs. 4 and 5). The µPPT geometry and op-
erational conditions are described in detail elsewhere.26 We will
assume that there is current conductivity in the regions outside of
the constriction area and the total current fraction outside of the con-
stricted region is used as a parameter (varied between 0.1 and 0.5
of the total current), that is, Iout = (0.1−0.5)I . During the discharge
pulse, the Teflon surface temperature distribution is calculated by
solving the heat transfer problem [Eqs. (2–4)]. After the pulse
(about 25 µs), heat propagates inside the propellant and the surface
temperature cooling can be described according to the following
expression18,19:

Ts = T0 + (tp/t)0.5(Tsp − T0) (12)

This temperature distribution is obtained after assuming that there
are no heat sources after the discharge pulse; thus, Eq. (12) is valid
after t > 25 µs that is, tp = 25 µs.

Teflon thermal conductivity along the propellant surface is not
taken into account because it is relatively small and does not affect
the results according to our estimates. This allows us to reduce the
analysis to the local solution of the heat transfer problem in the
constricted region and outside of it.

The calculated results are shown in Fig. 10. One can see that
current increase due to the constriction effect significantly affects
the Teflon surface temperature. It can be seen that in the constricted
region (anode spot) the peak Teflon surface temperature reaches
about 1070 K, whereas outside of the constricted region it is about
900 K. Note that this difference can be considered very signifi-
cant due to strong effect of the ablation [see Eq. (4)] in the tem-
perature balance that limits the temperature increase. It is shown
subsequently that a similar difference between two such cases was
obtained experimentally.

For comparison, the experimental results taken from Ref. 26 are
shown in Fig. 10. The experiment was conducted for a 4.5-J dis-
charge pulse with a peak current of about 6 kA. In Fig. 10, the
error bars are shown for after the discharge is finished and indicate
the measurement uncertainty at a time when plasma radiation is
not contributing. Surface temperature is measured by photovoltaic
infrared detectors20 with an active area of 80 × 80 µm square. The
diameter of the µPPT is 6.35 mm, and so the spatial resolution of the
detectors is small on the propellant surface. The detector is imaged
1:1 on a point halfway between the inner and outer electrode radii.
Movement of arc constrictions around the azimuth of the propellant
face can affect the measured temperatures, and a statistical spread of
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a)

b)

Fig. 10 Teflon surface temperature a) inside spot and b) outside of
spot. Comparison between simulations and experiment.

temperatures is expected because the measurement location is sta-
tionary over many pulses. Experimental results are reliable only after
the discharge pulse is gone, which is approximately 25 µs after dis-
charge initiation. During the discharge, the experimental signal is af-
fected by the plasma radiation. Experimental measurements shown
in Fig. 10 are assumed to be in two distinct locations: near the arc
constriction and far from the arc constriction (Fig. 3). However, there
was no synchronized camera available during these experiments to
confirm this assumption fully. We conjecture that near the arc con-
striction the surface temperature will be higher due to increased
particle flux to the surface. Far from the arc, it is assumed the sur-
face temperature will be lower because heat transfer is dominated by
radiation from the arc. Absorption, especially in the infrared, is low
for Teflon. Predictions shown in Fig. 10 demonstrate these hypothe-
ses and match well with the highest (Fig. 10a) and lowest (Fig. 10b)
experimental temperatures measured in the data set. This evidence
suggests that the conjecture is true and variations in surface temper-
ature measurement within the ranges measured can be explained by
different heating mechanisms and arc proximity to the measurement
location. Generally good agreement between the experimental re-
sults and simulation is obtained for the entire pulse duration for both
cases.

VI. Propellant Charring Dependence
on the Discharge Energy

It was found previously that a low energy-to-area ratio leads
to Teflon surface charring.27,28 Previous analysis suggests that the
charring is associated with carbon atom and ion backflux.28 Car-
bon deposition on the Teflon surface leads to film growth. Note
that the carbon film is more difficult to evaporate in comparison
to the Teflon, and therefore, when the carbon layer is developed
it cannot be evaporated under the typical PPT conditions. Initial
discontinuous carbon film growth can be understood by study of
discontinuous film growth.29 Carbon film growth (initial island
growth) depends on the carbon flux to the surface. A typical im-
age of the carbon-based film grown on the Teflon surface is shown
in Fig. 11.

Carbon backflux depends on the conditions at the Knudsen-layer
edge as was considered in Ref. 30. In this paper, we present a calcu-
lation for a specific geometry (3.6-mm outer diameter µPPT). The

Fig. 11 Scanning electron microscope image of charred area at Teflon
surface (××180 magnification), 6.35-mm-diam µPPT, 1-J pulse energy.

Fig. 12 Dependence of backflux on radial position with discharge cur-
rent as parameter.

calculated backflux depends on the current density in the vicinity
of the Teflon surface. Higher current density leads to plasma ac-
celeration, and as a result the velocity at the Knudsen-layer edge
increases up to the limit of the sound speed.31 This means that the
particle backflux decreases when current density increases. Because
of the current spread in the near-field plume, the current density is
smaller in the region between the electrodes in comparison to the
current density near the electrodes.28 Therefore, one can expect the
smallest velocity and as a result the largest backflux in this area.
These results are shown in Fig. 12. One can see that the highest
backflux fraction is predicted to be in the middle of the propellant
surface between the electrodes, and therefore, one can expect that
the highest carbon film growth rate will be in this region. This corre-
sponds to experimental findings.20,27 In addition, it can be seen that
to achieve a low backflux fraction and, therefore, a low possibility
of carbon char formation a high discharge current, that is, high pulse
energy, is required.

VII. Effect of Discharge Nonuniformity on Thrust Bit
and Specific Impulse

In this section, we consider the effect of discharge nonunifor-
mity on µPPT performance characteristics such as impulse bit and
specific impulse. Previously it was shown that the µPPT exhibits
a primarily electromagnetic acceleration mechanism.13 In the elec-
tromagnetic approximation, it is assumed that the entire work is
done by the circuit to accelerate the moving plasma cloud.32,33 In
this analysis, we neglect losses such as eddy current losses. In this
case, the total impulse that can be generated during the pulse can be
estimated as follows:

d(�MV )

dt
= b

2
I 2 (13)
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where b is the theoretical effective specific inductance. Note that this
equation provides an expression for the maximum force regardless
of the details of the plasma interaction with the electromagnetic
force.32 If the exit velocity is Ve, we can estimate the specific impulse
from the impulse bit according to the relation

Ibit = �MVe = �M Ispg (14)

It was shown that the total ablated mass increases with current con-
striction. Impulse bit Ibit does not depend on the constriction effect
because it depends on the total current. Therefore, specific impulse
will decrease as a result of constriction, showing that discharge
nonuniformity leads to degradation of the thruster performance char-
acteristics and, therefore, should be avoided.

VIII. Summary
In this paper we considered some peculiarities related to µPPT

operation, in particular, dependence on the energy pulse and thruster
geometry. It was shown that both discharge energy (peak cur-
rent) and thruster size affect significantly the discharge unifor-
mity (azimuthal or radial). Azimuthal nonuniformity relates to
the current constriction and anode spot formation phenomena.
This happens when the discharge current or thruster size exceed
some critical value. Discharge nonuniformity leads to a much
higher ablation rate and causes degradation of the specific im-
pulse. On the other hand, small discharge current leads to strong
Teflon surface carbonization (charring) and radial nonuniformity,
which in turn leads to thruster failure. The primary mechanism
of the charring formation was identified to be related to carbon
backflux.

Thus, the thruster size and discharge energy can be optimized by
trading between two conflicting requirements of a large pulse en-
ergy (to prevent charring) and a small discharge energy (to prevent
current constriction). Because the charring phenomenon is com-
pletely intolerable and leads to thruster failure, the optimal dis-
charge energy should be chosen somewhere near the spot forma-
tion limit. An example of the calculated limit for discharge energy
selection is shown in Fig. 8. These results suggest the following
design path. For a given thruster size (which could be fixed from
various system considerations), one can calculate the optimal dis-
charge energy by considering the current constriction phenomenon
using the simple approach that was developed in this paper. This
will lead to the selection of the optimal energy necessary for pre-
venting spot mode discharge appearance. On the other hand, pro-
pellant charring effects should be studied for the selected discharge
energy, making sure that the charring phenomenon is completely
eliminated.
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